SRR-5 System Test Procedure
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1.0 HEADSET AUDIO
Receiver Control Settings;
Band: HI, set to 200 mc
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: AGC
AFC: OFF
Function: FM
Test Setup:
Boonton 202E set to 200 mc, frequency modulated by HP 200 CD
AUDIO oscillator, feeding a 10 u-V signal to the HI band receiver
input. Audio output from PA jack fed to HP330B distortion
analyzer, with a 620 ohm load across the input terminals.
Procedure:
1.1 Frequency Response:
Set the distortion analyzer controls to METER and 0 db.
Frequency modulate the Boonton generator with a 1 kc signal
from the HP 200.CD, +15 kc deviation. Set the AUDIO gain
control on the receiver to produce a 0 db reading on the 330B
meter. Change the modulation frequency to 300 cps, and measure
the output in db down from 0. Change the modulation frequency
to 5 kc, and measure the output in db down from 0.
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1.2 Distortion:
Set the distortion analyzer controls to SET LEVEL and
+10 db. Frequency modulate the Boonton generator at 1 kc,
+15 kc deviation, and adjust the INPUT gain control on the
distortion analyzer so that the meter reads 1.0 on the top
scale. Switch to DISTORTION and -10 db, and adjust the
FREQUENCY and BALANCE controls for a minimum meter reading.
A reading of .4 on the top scale means 4% distortion.
1.3 Maximum Output:
Switch the distortion analyzer to METER and +10 db. The
Tektronic 541A oscilloscope should be connected to the input
of the distortion analyzer. The AUDIO gain control should be
rotated clockwise until the audio output starts to distort
visibly. The power out should be sead in db from the meter.
2.0 FIXED AUDIO
Receiver Control Settings:
Same as above.
Test Setup:
Same as ab^ve, except that the distortion analyzer is
fed from the FIxED output of the receiver, and the load is
changed to 27 K.

2»1 Frequency Response:
Set the distortion analyzer controls to METER and 0 db.
Modulate the Boonton generator with a 1 kc signal. While
watching the distortion analyzer meter, raise the level of
the modulating signal until the output stops increasing (about
.5 volts on the meter). Lower the modulation level slightly
and switch to SET LEVEL. Adjust the INPUT control until the
meter reads 0 db. Note the FM deviation indicated on the
Boonton^s modulation meter. Change to 300 cps modulation,
check that the deviation is the same, and record the output
in db down from 0 db. Change to 7.5 kc, check the deviation,
record the output as above.
2„2 Distortion:
Set the distortion analyzer controls to SET LEVEL and
+10 db. Frequency modulate the Boonton generator with a 1 kc
signal, +15 kc deviation, and adjust the INPUT gain control
for a meter reading 1.0 on the top scale. Switch to DISTORTION
and adjust the FREQUENCY and BALANCE controls for a minimum
meter reading. A reading of .4 on the top meter scale means
4% distortion.
2.3 Output Level:
Switch to METER and 0 db, and record the output level
in volts from the top meter scale.

2 . 4 C o m p r e s s i o n Te s t
Lower the modulating signal level until the output of
the fixed audio amplifier, as seen on the distortion
analyzer meter, decreases about 3 db. Note the deviation
on the Boonton signal generator meter and multiply it
by 56. Set the FM deviation to this new number and
record the change, in db, of the compression amplifier's
output.

3.0 VIDEO
Receiver Control Settings:
Same as above.
Test Setup:
Same as above, except that distortion analyzer is connected
to the VIDEO output of the receiver, the RF input level is
1 millivolt, and the load is 600 ohms.
3.1 Frequency Response:
Set the distortion analyzer controls to SET LEVEL and «20 db.
Modulate the Boonton generator with 1 kc, +15 kc deviation, and
set the RF input to 1 mV. Adjust the INPUT gain control for
a 0 db reading.
Modulate the Boonton with 300 cps, +15 kc deviation, and
record the output in db below 0 db.
Modulate the Boonton with 100 kc, + 15 kc deviation and
record the output in db below 0 dba
3.2 Pis tor tio n:
Modulate the Boonton with 1 kc, +X5 kc deviation. Adjust
the INPUT gain control for a reading of 1.0 on the top meter
scale. Set the distortion analyzer controls for DISTORTION
and -30 db, and vary the FREQUENCY and B4L*>NCE controls for
a minimum meter reading, and record the distortion percentage.
A reading of 1 on the bottom meter scale means 105? distortion.
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3*3 Output Level:
Set the distortion analyzer controls to METER and °30 db.
Read the output, in millivolts, from the top meter scale. \
reading of .2 means 20 millivolts.
4.0 RECEIVER BANDWIDTHS
Receiver Control Settings:
Band: HI, set to 205 mc
RF Gain; MANUAL
AFC: OFF
Test Setup:
See figure 2. The 205 mc CW output of the HP608C generator
should be fed to the HI band input of the receiver through the
two H-P attenuators. The output of the generator should be 0 dbm,
and the initial setting of the attenuators should be: 355D, 80 db;
355C, 10 db. An H-P 524D with a 525B converter should also be
connected hy means of a T connector to the 608C output. The probe
of the VTVM should be connected to R119 as shown in figure 2, and
the meter should be set for 5 VDC full scale.
4 o 1 Narrow Bandj
Set the receiver bandwidth switch to NARROW. Tune the
receiver for maximum indication on the VTVM, reducing the
receiver gain by adjusting the RF GAIN control if the meter
reads off scale. Having tuned the receiver, adjust the RF
GAIN control for a 2 VDC output.
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3 db Measurement:
Set the 355C attenuator for 7 db. Raise the RF input
frequency until the VTVM reading returns to the 2 volt
level. Record the frequency.
Lower the RF input frequency until the VTVM reading is
again 2 V. Record the frequency.
6 db Measurement:
Set the 355C attenuator for 4 db and repeat the above
procedure.
60 db Measurement:
Set the 355C attenuator for 0 db and the 355D attenuator
for 30 db, and repeat the above procedure.
462 Wide Band:
Set the receiver bandwidth switch for WIDE. Repeat the
procedure for narrow band, except that instead of a 60 db
reading, the third set of figures is for 40 db. For this
reading, set of the HP 35SC to 0 db and the HP 355D for 50 db.
5.0 SENSITIVITY
Receiver Control Settings:
Band: As specified on the data sheet.
Bandwidth: As specified on the data sheet.
RF Gain: AGC

AFC: OFF
Function: As specified on the data sheet.
M e t e r : S - M e t e r.
Test Setup:
The audio output from the PA jack on the receiver should
be fed to the H»P 330B distortion analyzer input, across which
should be a 620 ohm resistor. The distortion analyzer controls
should be set for METER and 0 db.
For FM measurements the Boonton 202E signal generator
should be used. For all other measurements, use the H-P 608C.
Six measurements will be made at each frequency. The band
and bandwidth settings are specified on the data sheet.
lc FM Wide Band: Set the receiver function switch to FM,
the bandwidth switch to WIDE. Frequency modulate the
Boonton generator with a 1 kc signal, setting the
deviation to +15 kc, and set the generator to the
specified frequency. With a generator output of about
1 u.V, tune the receiver for maximum audio output. Set
the audio output for 0 db, then remove the modulation.
If the audio output decreases more than 20 db as the
modulation is removed, decrease the RF input. Record
the RF input level at which the output level changes
by 20 db when modulation is applied and removed.
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2. FM Narrow Band: Set the receiver bandwidth switch to
NARROW. Repeat the procedure for FM wideband, and
record the RF input level.
3. Quieting, Wide Band: Leave the receiver function switch
on FM and set the bandwidth switch to WIDE. Feed a CW
signal from the H-P 608C to the appropriate RF input
connector. With no output from the signal generator,
set the audio output level to 0 db. Raise the generator
output to 1 u.V, and tune the receiver until the audio
output reaches a minimum. Adjust the generator output
until the audio output is 20 db below the 0 db point
on the meter. Record the input level.
4. Quieting, Narrow Band: Set the receiver bandwidth
switch to NARROW. Repeat the process for Quieting,
Wideband and record the input level.
5* AM Wide Band: Set the receiver bandwidth switch to
WIDE, the function switch to AM. The output from the
H-P 608C should be amplitude modulated by a 1 kc signal,
30% modulation. With a generator output of about 1 pV
at the specified frequency, tune the receiver for
maximum audio output. Follow the procedure for FM
sensitivity measurements, applying and removing the
modulation and adjusting the RF input level until the
difference in the audio outputs with and without
modulation is 6 db. Record the input level.
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CW Wide Band: Set the receiver function switch for CW.
Feed a CW signal from the 608C to the receiver at about
a 1 u-V level, and tune the receiver until a beat note
is heard. Adjust the audio gain pot on the receiver until
the audio output is 0 db on the distortion analyzer meter.
Remove the input to the receiver by turning the modulation
switch on the 608C to PULSE, and note the decrease in
the audio output. Adjust the level of the CW input to
the receiver until the difference in the audio output
measured with and without input is 6 db. Record the
input level.
6o0 AGC
Receiver Control Settings:
Band: As specified on data sheet.
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: *GC
AFC: OFF
Function: AM
Test Setup:

Same as for 5.0. Set the 608C to the frequency specified
on the data sheet. The output should be 30?S amplitude modufcted.
by a 1 kc signal, and the initial output level should be 10 u-V.
Tune the receiver for maximum audio output, then adjust the audio
gain control for an 0 db reading on the distortion analyzer meter.
Then increase the RF input to the levels specified on the data
sheet (100 u-V, etc.) stnd record the audio output levels in db.
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7.0 FM LIMITING
Receiver Control Settings:
Band: As specified on data sheet.
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: AGC
AFC: OFF
Function: FM

Test Setup:
<—»—mmm—mmmm mmm

Same as for 5.0.
Set the Boonton 202E generator to the frequency specified
on the test data sheet. Frequency modulate the signal at 1 kc,
with a deviation of +15 kc. The initial signal level should be
10 |j.Vo Tune the receiver for maximum audio output, and adjust
the audio gain control for a 0 db reading on the distortion
analyzer meter. Increase the RF input to the levels specified
on the data sheet and record the audio output levels in db.
8.0 AFC RANGE
Receiver Control Settings:
Band: As specified on data sheet.
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: AGC
AFC: As specified in instructions below.
Function: AM
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Test Setup:
Same as for 5,0.
Set the H«P 608C generator to the frequency specified
on the test data sheet. Amplitude modulate the RF with a
1 kc signal, 30# modulation, and set the RF level to 10 u-V.
With AFC off, tune the receiver for maximum audio output,
then adjust the audio gain control for an 0 db reading on
the distortion analyzer meter. Turn AFC to ON.
Raise the frequency of the RF input until the audio output
drops 3 db. Disconnect the 608C from the receiver, connect it
to the H-P 524D with the appropriate converter (525A for 55 mc,
525B for 205 mc), and raise the generator output level until
the counter counts reliably. Record the frequency.
Reconnect the generator to the receiver, reduce the output
to 10 u-V, and lower the frequency uhtil the audio output is
again reduced by 3 db. Repeat the frequency measuring process,
and record the frequency.
900 IF REJECTION
Receiver Control Settings:
Band: As specified on test data sheet.
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: AGC
AFC: OFF
Function: AM
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Test Setup:
Same as for 5.0. Set the receiver to the frequency
specified on the test data sheet. Set the H-P 608C to 16.5 mc,
30J? amplitude modulated by a 1 kc signal. Take the data for
AM sensitivity measured in 5.0 and record it on the data sheet
(50 mc and 200 mc). Increase the RF input until the output as
shown on the distortion analyzer meter increases by about 4 db.
Adjust the audio gain control until the meter reads 0 db.
Remove the modulation, and observe the drop in audio output.
Adjust the RF input level until the difference in audio between
the modulated and unmodulated condition is 6 db. Record the
input level.
10.0 IM&GE AND SPURIOUS REJECTION
receiver Control Settings:
Band: As specified on test data sheet.
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: AGC
AFC: OFF
Function: AM
Test Setup:
Same as for 5.0. The H-P 608C generator should be 30$
amplitude modulated by a 1 kc signal. Tune the receiver to the
frequency specified on the test data sheet. The frequency of
tf»« SfJstC afroald te set 33 mc higher than the frequency to which
the receiver is tuned.
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Raise the output level of the 608C until the audio output
of the receiver increases, then tune the receiver for
maximum audio output. Adjust the audio gain control for a
0 db reading on the distortion analzer meter, and vary the
input level until there is a 6 db difference in the audio
output level between the modulated and unmodulated input
conditions. Record the input level.
11.0 DESENSITIZATION
Receiver Control Settings:
Band: As specified on test data sheet.
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: AGC
AFC: OFF
Function: AM
Test Setup:
See figure 3.
Set generator #1 to the frequency specified on the test
data sheet. This generator should be 30% amplitude modulated
at 1 kc. Generator #2 should provide C\^ output at a frequency
5 mc higher than generator #1. The output of generator #1 should
be set to «93 dbm and the receiver should be tuned until a
maximum audio output is obtained. The audio gain control should
be adjusted to provide an 0 db setting on the distortion analyzer
meter.
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The output level of generator #2 should then be increased
until the audio output from the receiver decreases by 3 db.
Record the output level of generator #2.
12.0 RELAYS
Receiver Control Settings:
Bands LO, tuned to 100 mc
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: AGC
AFC: OFF
Function: AM
Test Setup:
Same as for 5.0, except that an ohmmeter connected to an
ordinary ac line plug should be available to indicate closure
of relay contacts.
12„1 RF Relay;
Plug the ohmmeter into the RF Relay receptacle on the front
panel. Feed a 100 ac, 1 u.V, 30J5 amplitude modulated signal to
the receiver from tho H-P 608C and tuna for max issues audio output.
Remove the modulation from the generator. Raise the level
of generator output until the ohmmeter indicates closure of the
relay contacts. Record the input level.
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12*2 Audio Relay:
Continuing from 12.1, the amplitude modulation percentage
control on the generator should be turned all the way down,
and the signal level increased to 10 p.V. The ohmmeter should
be plugged into the AUDIO relay receptacle on the front panel.
The percentage of AM modulation at I kc should be slowlv in
creased until the ohmmeter indicates contact closure. The %
modulation should be recorded.
Using a watch with a swsep second hand, the modulation
should be suddenly removed at a convenient time, and the time
interval between the removal of modulation and the opening of
the relay contacts should be measured and recorded.
13,0 S-METER
Receive?: Control Settings;
Band: LO, tuned to 100 mc
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF Gain: AGC
AFC: OFF
Function: AM
Metar: S°°Meter
Test Setup:
Same as for 5.0o
With a 3Q# amplitude modulated input from the 608C, tune thi
receiver for maximum audio output. Vary the input level and
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observe the meter reading. The meter should start to move
when the input level is about 5 to 10 u-V and should continue
to rise with increases of input level up to at least 10,000 u-V.
14.0 TUNING
Continuing from 13.0, the meter switching should be
set to DISC. With no RF input, the meter needle should be
within one division of its center position. With a 10 p,V
CW signal from the H»P 608C, the meter needle should swing
to both extremes of the scale as the receiver is tuned through
the signal frequency. When the needle is centered, switch to
the S~saater and vary the tuning slightly to see that the center
position of the meter on DISC corresponds to maximum S-meter
reading.
15o0 CALIBRATING SIGNALS
Receiver Control Settings:
Band: As described below.
Bandwidth: WIDE
RF' Gdn: AGC
AFC: OFF
Function: CAL
Test Setup:
Same as for 5.0.
Tune the receiver completely through both bands, and check
for beat notes in the audio output every 10 mc (i.e. 50 mc, 60 mc,
etc.). The beat notes need not occur exactly at the 10 mc points
on the tape.
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